'To see a world in a flower, and a bodhi in a leaf" is one of the most important Buddhist philosophies. It explains how a world of information may be discovered through a simple object, like a flower. A flower contains a wide range of information from the earth to the sun it grew with. By moving my camera while shooting, I attached my feelings at different moments into the photos and expressed myself with the flowers. As viewers wander through my arrangement of hanging fabric prints, they react to the overall presentation with their own personal experiences and feelings. It's an unusual way to appreciate flowers, and another new world of feelings could be triggered through the walking process. The gallery installation features large silk hanging fabric, and it allows viewers to wander through and lose themselves in it.
The series includes the blooming flowers as a way to explore ephemerality and eternity. When I look at the images I forget who I am. I experience movement, color, and vii form. There's another world that can be found within one flower. The viewers are connecting to the macro world as they lose themselves a little bit. I grew up in a big city in China. The city streets don't contain a lot of flowers. I always brought flowers to my mother during the holidays when I was with her. That evolved into a habit.
When I think of flowers, I typically go to a shop and purchase cut flowers to appreciate at home.
When I began my thesis, I immediately thought of buying cut flowers, rather than going out.
Until people told me that parks contained flowers, I never considered it as an option. Hiroshi Sugimoto is a famous Japanese photographer, and has several well-known projects, such as "Seascapes" and "Theater". Sugimoto has spoken of his work as an expression of 'time exposed' (Palka, 2016) . He usually has Eastern philosophy behind each of his projects, and most of his projects relate to the concept of time passing through and things in life that we had taken for granted.
Seascapes
In 1980 he began working on an ongoing series of photographs of the sea and its horizon, Seascapes, in locations all over the world, using an old-fashioned large-format camera to make exposures of varying duration (up to three hours) (Pagel, 1997 , & Sugimoto, 2008 . The images feature a similar composition, while the locations are all over the world. The black-and-white pictures are all exactly the same size, bifurcated exactly in half by the horizon line (Wilson, 1994 ).
Sugimoto's artist's statement reads: "Water and air. So very commonplace are these substances, they hardly attract attention-and yet they vouchsafe our very existence.…. Let's just say that there happened to be a planet with water and air in our solar system, and moreover at precisely the right distance from the sun for the temperatures required to coax forth life. While hardly inconceivable that at least one such planet should exist in the vast reaches of universe, we 
Lightning Fields
Sugimoto attempted many photography experiments. In his 2009 series "Lightning Fields," Sugimoto abandoned the use of the camera, producing photographs using a 400,000 volt
Van de Graaff generator to apply an electrical charge directly onto the film (Yeoh, 2010) . Instead of placing an object on photo-sensitive paper and exposing it to light, he produced the image by causing electrical sparks to erupt over the surface of a 7-by-2.5-foot sheet of film laid on a large metal tabletop (Kino, 2010) . The process creates very delicate textures and the results feature branching sparks. The images include a strong contrast between black and white. The background is pure darkness with one main white stroke and its branches, resembling a lightning bolt. The effect is created by electricity. The result of causing electrical sparks to erupt over the surface of film is unpredictable. The texture and image is influenced by the energy at that moment, which includes the film, environment, and (most importantly) the photographer himself. Sugimoto used the process to create texture and sparkle branches that he didn't have any control over, in order to let nature produce the static electricity.
The concept of allowing nature to depict itself inspires me. Although I controlled the camera when I moved it, I had no idea what the final outcome would be. The shutter speed I used was usually between 0.25 to 0.5 second. After a lot of experimenting, I decided that the blurry images with at least one hard edge were the ones that were going to be used because they were the most interesting. I plan to have viewers figure out the subject after experiencing the images for a while in the gallery. When I moved the camera, I stayed still for about half of the shutter speed and quickly adjusted the camera randomly. Like Sugimoto, I let the overall energy affect the final outcome.
Wynn Bullock
Wynn Bullock was an American photographer whose work is included in over 90 major museum collections around the world (Bullock's office website). As Bullock wrote about his images, he mentioned that he used the materials and effects as pure energies and described his photographs as perspectives entirely beyond our present understanding. That's what I tried to reach with my photographs. My expectation for the images is to make the viewers question the subject and perceive a totally different world, according to their own understanding. I tried to bring the viewers into a unique and novel state of mind. It's less about how they think about my images and rather how they are affected by the images.
The philosophy of "A WORLD IN A FLOWER"
There's a famous story in Buddhism. A Buddha was at Spirit Mountain and there were a lot of people asking for the truth of the universe. The Buddha didn't speak a word, but only picked up a flower to show them. No one understood it, except for one of the Buddha's disciples.
After seeing what the Buddha did, he smiled. He knew that the truth of the universe could be sensed within one flower. 'To see a world in a flower, and a bodhi in a leaf' is one of the most important Buddhist philosophies. It refers to perceiving the deep truth behind a mundane scene.
A leaf is more than what people usually see. It contains rich information. For example, if a leaf turns orange and falls, the change of season can be speculated. If it's covered in earth for millions of years and becomes a fossil, it shows the information about the climate, the evolution stages of the plant, and how the earth moves around the universe at that time. If it's picked up, put between book pages, and the book is given to someone as a gift, then it's a hint for the two people who passed a message. Nowadays, binary systems have been developed and all the information of a museum can be written into a small disk, so it's also possible for a leaf to carry the information of a world.
The search for inner truth always starts from the outward appearance. There's a famous saying in Zen Buddhism-"The mountain is not only the mountain, the water is not only the water.
The mountain is still the mountain, the water is still the water." It conveys a similar concept. It means the mountain and water contains a lot of information, but only to the people who can see through the surface and find out what is behind. By observing the outside, attributes and characters can be seen and ultimately how the universe is operating at that point.
To have "a world in a flower", I photograph the flowers in a way that's not usually seen and encourage the viewers to discover another world behind this everyday object. By slightly moving the camera, I add more of my personal feelings at that particular moment. The world I share is more than the flowers. It's also how I feel at the moment with the flowers. When the viewers walk between the images, they react to the large images from their movement and add their understanding to the world they perceive.
THE ARTWORK
4.1 Photographs I set the aperture based on how much light is exposed through the lens. Stronger sunshine, allowed better contrast of light and shadow on the flowers, so I used F29-F40. When cloudy, I
set the aperture to F10-22. I set the aperture smaller when more light was available, but kept the exposure between 0.25 second to 0.5 second. Most of the time I used natural light, so that it added more nature into my photos. . At that period of time, I was busier than before and I had more assignments to finish. I started to feel pressure but I was still optimistic about finishing the assignments on time.
That mood is reflected in my images. After experimenting with my technique, the images I produced could be sorted into three groups. The first one included the blurry images. The second group included the images that retained both sharpness and blurriness. The third group included sharp images. By comparing the three groups, I think the second group of images was the most interesting. They contrasted hazy and solid edges. The contrast produces images with depth and makes them three-dimensional.
The images I took on October 18 th and October 25 th were too sharp. After they were printed and hung with other images, I realized they couldn't be used. I regrouped and was back on the right track November 2 nd . There were images from a week that had many curves (big and small) and dropping effects (Figure 11 ). I was unable to reproduce the feeling, but I was able to create another emotion of looking through a haze. I used the same flowers the next week, but I didn't water them, so they dried out. I wanted to experiment with the dry flowers. It's shown through the direction of the petals. These are the only pictures showing the petals of the flowers going down. For the rest of the images, most of petals are going up. 
Gallery Installation
A World in a Flower will present viewers with a dynamic experience of floral light and color through fabric prints. Abstract fabric photographs will hang from the ceiling, filling the gallery space and providing opportunities to explore and discover (Refer to appendix).
I use fabric as the medium in my photographs because of its softness. The fabric I chose is silk. I believe silk compliments my subject as I try to freeze the fleeting beauty. Silk is a very light fabric. When viewers pass between the images, the air in between will be activated and will lead to the flowing of the fabric, allowing me to achieve the original vision in my mind. randomly drew lines when I designed the gallery installation (Refer to appendix). My intention was to use the images to create irregular spaces. Instead of creating a path to lead the viewers, I
planned to let the viewers wander through according to how they felt at the moment they saw my works. My final choice for the gallery installation is the second one because all the images are distributed well without being crowded in a small area.
I explored different methods of hanging. Originally, I was going to have strings hanging from the ceiling. After visiting the gallery, I found that the ceiling was very high, and it would be very difficult to install all 38 images. I changed my plan and decided to use thread runners and clips to hang my works (Refer to appendix).
As I explored the ways to hem the fabric, I met Prof. Teresa Paschke, an expert in textile.
We discussed a few options. The first one was to hire a professional tailor to sew the edge.
However, the stitches would create an uneven surface at the edge no matter how good the tailor was. She suggested I use "seam tape" to hem the edge and demonstrated the process and effect after finishing. As the edge was flat, I made the decision to use seam tapes.
I made a model for the gallery installation (Refer to appendix). A flower can contain a lot of information. For example, the size, shape, color, and scent.
However, it also carries information that is not visible. For instance, the season it bloomed, sunshine it absorbed, soil it was nurtured in, and the hard work of the gardener. With all this information, a flower is not only a flower. "A world in a flower" encourages the viewers to discover another world through items that people take for granted and reach a different state of mind with their own experience and understanding. 
